
Brood is a dual voice ROMpler – featuring our innovative wave-table engine DOSA(Dynamic Oscillator Sequencing 
Architecture) that offers a new approach to generating sounds, Brood's is an atmospheric, restless, disturbed and unusual 
set of sounds, designed to offer you a quick and easy way to get unsettling, but usable, cinematic and soundtrack audio. it's 

included audio is designed specifically for this purpose. Sure you can get pleasing sounds too, but that might be a little 
harder.

Brood also includes many "classic" synthesis controls, like Attack, Release and filters, again these add to capabilities Brood 
has for quickly meeting your strange disturbing atmospheric requirements.



USER INTERFACE - MAIN

SOUND SELECTION

In the top section of the interface you can select the sound source for 
each voice, click on a voice name and the voice selection dialog box 
appears. In the voice selection dialog there are 10 sections, named to 
reflect the sort of sounds included in the category, and in each 
section are a series of unique sounds. Select a sound and Brood will 
load that sound immediately – so you can audition sounds even in 
this dialog. When you are happy with your selection click on the 
close button at the top right and the selection dialog will disappear. 
You can scroll through the articulations by using the forward and 
backward arrows above the name.

KEY RANGE

Below each voice name are the key range settings. Each voice can 
have its own key range – allowing you to restrict which area of your 
keyboard will play each sound. Key areas that only voice 1 will play for 
are coloured blue on the Kontakt keyboard. Key areas that only voice 
2 will play for are coloured yellow on the Kontakt keyboard. 
Overlapping ranges – where both voices will sound are coloured 
green on the Kontakt keyboard.



USER INTERFACE - MAIN

MAIN & FILTER

Below the Key range controls are the Main and Filter tabs. For each 
voice these display either the main voice controls or the filter controls. 
At the top of the Main control area are the Volume, Pan and Pitch 
controls for that voice. Like all Audio Reward instruments if you 
Alt-click on the Pitch control it will jump to the nearest semi-tone 
value. Ctrl-click on any of these controls to set them to their default 
settings. Below these controls in the main area are the Attack and 
Release controls – use these to set fade-in and fade out values for each 
note.
In the Filter Area you can select one of three filter types – Low Pass, 
Band Pass, or High Pass filter. You can turn the filter on, to include 
filtering effects, or off, to bypass the filter. You can set the filter 
frequency, where the filter begins to affect the audio, as well as the 
resonance that the filter adds to this point.  Below the filter is a 
dedicated LFO this is set up to modulate the filter frequency. Again 
you can turn this on or off. You can select one of 4 LFO shapes – Sine, 
Saw, Pulse, or Random. You set the LFO speed and the depth of its 
effect.

SENDS

Below the Main & filter controls are the send levels for each voice. 
These set the amount of each voice being sent to each of the 4 send 
slots.

SPACES

Below the Send controls are the 4 Convolution spaces for each voice, 
select any one, or none, of these to place the voice into one of these 
spaces.



USER INTERFACE - MAIN

GATES

In the bottom section of the interface are the standard Audio Reward 
gate controls. 
Each voice has a fully independent gate.
Turn each gate on/off, set the gate to retrigger(restart) on every note 
and add in a per-step envelope for more obvious gate steps. Set the 
type of gate you want to use:

 > Gain(Vol) - a "classic" trance gate
 > LoPass(Freq) - a gate that uses a low pass filter as its effect
 > HiPass(Freq) - a gate that uses a high pass filter as its effect
 > BandPass(Freq) - a gate that uses a band pass filter as its effect
 > Dist(Drive) - a gate that uses a distortion FX as its effect
 > LoFi(Bits) - a gate that uses a LoFi FX as its effect
 > Formant(talk) - a gate that uses a Formant filter as its effect

Finally, in this area you can set an overall tempo and a number of steps 
in each gate.



USER INTERFACE - MAIN

CENTRAL CONTROLS

In the centre are a set of controls that apply across both voices

SCENES (MIX)

At the top are the Scene controls. Brood allows you to create three 
different scenes (A, B & C) that contain distinct settings for Volume, 
Pan and Pitch for each voice.

USING SCENES

You can click on A, B or C and Brood will jump to that scene and set 
the controls as defined for that scene or you can move the scene dial to 
morph between each scene.
Each Volume, Pan and Pitch control has a small inclusion button (a 
small dot next to its name). When you move to or morph between 
scenes Brood will only move those controls that have this inclusion 
button switched on.  In this way you can quickly include or exclude 
scene changes for any control.

SETTING SCENES

To set a scene you need first to be in the scene, go to a scene by 
clicking on its letter. Note: if you are not “in” a scene then the record 
function will not work. Once you are “in” a scene click the Mix button 
and it will turn red to indicate it is in record mode. Make any changes 
to any of the Volume, Pan or Pitch controls and Brood will remember 
these changes and record them into the scene. Once you are happy 
with your scene setting click the Mix button again to turn off 
recording.



USER INTERFACE - MAIN

RANDOMISE, DRIFT & UNISON

Below the Scene controls is the randomise button. This will randomise 
the voice, volume, pan and send levels for each voice.
Below the randomise control is the Drift control – like other Audio 
Reward ROMplers - allows you to decide how much each 
voice(oscillator) drifts in and out of tune – very old school synthesis.
The Unison control doubles the number of notes being played, and 
slightly detunes one of these to give you a wider, fatter sound.



USER INTERFACE - SEND FX

The Send FX page allows you to set four different send effects. Each 
slot allows you to select any of the available effects: Reverb, Delay, 
Chorus, Flanger and Phaser. Click on an effect name to load that effect 
into its slot. Click on the Slot number to turn off effects in that slot. 
Once an effect is loaded you can set the parameters for that effect in 
its panel. The amount of audio sent to each effect in each slot is set 
using the Send controls on the MAIN page.



USER INTERFACE - ARP/SEQUENCER PAGE

Brood contains our innovative and unique sequencing arpeggiator. 
This is a very powerful tool for quickly creating interesting and useful 
musical phrases. The Arp-Seq acts a little like a classic arpeggiator, 
playing only those notes that you have held down on your keyboard. 
But instead of playing each key in turn Arp-Seq assigns a 16 step 
sequencer to each note you hold down, up to a maximum of 8 notes. 
Whilst you hold down a note Arp-Seq will run through the sequencer 
playing the note held down at times decided by the sequencer. Classic 
arpeggiator effects are easy to create, as are completely new and 
interesting phrase-based sequences.

POWER - TOP LEVEL CONTROLS

At the top left of the page is the power button – turn this on to run the 
Arp-Seq. On the same row are the Load and Save buttons. We've 
included a whole range of configurations to get you started. Next is the 
Randomise button. For each Note that has its random button on(the 
small question mark next to its name) the Randomise button will 
randomise the tempo, number of steps and velocities in a musically 
useful way. Finally on this row there are the range controls, set the 
range of notes you would like Arp-Seq to "watch" and respond to. 
Using these controls you can set up a repeating phrase for one hand 
whilst playing a free-hand melody with the other.



USER INTERFACE - ARP/SEQUENCER PAGE

NOTE LANES

Next are the note lanes, 8 of them. You can set each sequencers step 
count, tempo and the velocity of each step here. Finally in each lane 
on the right are the Presets button ("P" - click this multiple time to 
cycle through some useful starting points for each lane). 
Below this button are the copy in and copy out buttons, which as their 
name implies copies the contents of a lane in and out of the 
cut-and-paste buffer.

PARAM AREA

Finally on this page are the param controls. You can set the length of 
each note played and transpose the note you are holding down using 
these controls.

Each of these params runs in its own 8 step sequencer, so you can use 
lots of different note lengths and transpositions in your sequence. 

NOTE LENGTHS to see the controls for setting note lengths.

STEP sets the note length to the same as the tempo used in the Lane, 
the other options are fixed lengths for notes.

TRANSPOSE will allow you to transpose your held note up or down in 
semi tones plus or minus one octave. 

PARAM TEMPO sets the tempo at which the param sequencer moves 
through the 8 available values. 
Next to this is the lock icon, turn this on and any change you make in 
one param step will be duplicated in all the other param steps.



SNAPSHOTS

BROOD comes with 2145 Samples, 150 Selectable Sound Sources and 100 snapshots.

To use the included snapshots you need to copy the snapshot folders included in your download into the correct location on your computer.

The easiest way to locate this folder is to open up Kontakt by clicking the ‘Wrench’ icon and then clicking ‘Instrument Options’.

Then choose the ‘Snapshot’ section and click ‘Show’.

NOTE: Please ensure you install snapshots properly to get the most out of BROOD. After you have placed them in the correct location they 
will appear in the snapshot browser

MAC OS : Users\<username>\Documents\Native Instruments\User Content\Kontakt\BROOD

WINDOWS: C:\Users\<username>\Documents\Native Instruments\User Content\Kontakt\BROOD



E.U.L.A

This End-User license agreement (EULA) is a legal agreement between you and Audio Reward for the Audio Reward product that this 
agreement accompanies; including computer software and associated media or multimedia, printed materials and electronic 
documentation.
By installing or using this product you agree to be bound by the terms of the EULA. If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA you may 
not install or use the product. All audio samples provided with the product are the property of Audio Reward and are licensed to you, they 
are not sold.

1. Audio Reward grants the end-user (licensee) of the product the right to create finished musical works and performances using the audio 
samples and any other media or software included as part of the Audio Reward product.
2. The licensee may use the product for commercial purposes.
3. The licensee may alter the samples within the context of a finished musical work but may not distribute those altered samples outside of 
that musical context.
4. The creation of sound libraries in any form for commercial use or otherwise that use the Audio Reward audio or software, including single 
samples, loops, audio clips or similar is strictly prohibited. Violations will be prosecuted under local and international copyright law.
5. You may not under any circumstance make any part of the Audio Reward product available to others either by duplication, copy, 
distribution, transfer, upload, download, trade, resale, or loan.
6. The licensee may use this product on multiple computers under the following conditions:
a. The use of multiple computers is part of a single audio workstation for the individual licensee.
b. The licensee has two non-concurrent sites of work, such as a studio desktop and a laptop for live performance.
7. Audio Reward warrants and asserts that all audio samples, graphics, images, scripts, documents, and any other media included with the 
product is the sole property of Audio Reward and that Audio Reward has the authority to grant the rights in this EULA.
8. The user agrees to read the manual before seeking help or support from Audio Reward.
9. Audio Reward will not be responsible if the content of the product does not meet the particular purposes of the licensee.
10. It is the licensee's responsibility to check that the product is compatible with their computer system.
11. The product is licensed “as is”. Audio Reward will not be responsible for any loss incurred by the licensee from the direct or indirect use of 
the product.
12. If you have any doubts, concerns, or uncertainties about the terms in this EULA please contact Audio Reward before installing or using 
the product.
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